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1. Complete the Site name  

2. Complete the Contractor name (if applicable) 

Complete the following columns 

1. Insert Add, Amend or Remove a station 

2. Enter the Decoder Output Unit (DOU) number 

a. Between 1-4 

3. Enter the CSG used in the above DOU 

a.  Between 1-4 

4. Enter the Station Number 

a. Between 1-117 

b. Note Trident has a maximum number of 114 decoders and Gemini 109 

5. Enter the Decoder Number 

a. this may be different from the actual station number 

6. Enter the Position 

a. This is the location of the station. i.e.- Front left if on a green 

7. Enter the Area/Hole 

a. i.e. Grn5, Tee10, App14, Fwy 3 

8. Enter the Sprinkler Manufacturer name 

9. Enter the Sprinkler Head Model name 

10. Enter the operating pressure in Kg/Cm2  

a. 1 Bar = approx. 1 Kg/Cm2 

11. Enter the Main Nozzle 

a. Some manufacturers refer to the nozzle set by number, colour or both 

12. Enter the Sprinkler flow in Litres per minute (LPM) 

a. This can be found on the manufacturers literature using the Pressure 

and Nozzle values above to determine the flow from performance charts 

13. Enter a Back nozzle if fitted. 

a.  Some manufacturers refer to the nozzle set by number, colour or both. 

14. Additional Back Nozzle Flow (if applicable) 

a. The flow of the back nozzle (s) of each sprinkler 

15. Enter the total number of Sprinkler heads on this station. 

a. Typically, Tees are usually of the BLOCK type where a solenoid valve 

operates several sprinklers connected to lateral pipework 

b. Greens can be either BLOCK or VALVE-IN-HEAD, however valve-in-head 

sprinklers can be grouped together usually in pairs onto one station. 

16. The Total Station Flow is calculated automatically when all the relevant details 

required are completed. 



 

17. Enter the Sprinkler radius of throw. (Metres) 

a. Note, this is usually greater than the sprinkler head spacing. 

b. This will be found on the manufacturers literature using the Pressure and 

Nozzle values above to determine the radius of throw from performance 

charts 

18. Enter the Spacing Type 

a. This is the arrangement of sprinklers with in the station group. 

b. Typically greens sprinklers are arranged in a square formation with 

heads at each corner of the square. 

19. Enter the Spacing values S1 and S2. 

a. For square, S1 is the distance between two heads across the green and 

S2 from the front to back heads 

b. For equilateral triangles S1 is usually enough 

i. If the triangle is slightly obtuse then S1 is the longest side and 

S2 the next longest. 

c. For In-line S1 is the distance between the heads 

20. Enter the Arc (in degrees) is the sweep of the sprinklers on the station 

a. If the station has multiple sprinkler heads these should all be similar arcs 

to avoid differences in precipitation. 

b. If you wish you can enter Full (F), Half (H) and Quarter (Q) circle. 
 


